Abstract-Sparse binary projection matrices are arguably the most commonly used sensing matrices in combinatorial approaches to Compressed Sensing (CS). In this paper, we are interested in properties of Sparse Expander-like Real-valued Projection (SERP) matrices that are constructed by replacing the non-zero entries of sparse binary projection matrices by Gaussian random variables. We prove that these sparse realvalued matrices have a "weak" form of Restricted Isometery Property (RIP). We show that such weak RIP enables this class of matrices to be utilized in all three approaches to the problem of Compressed Sensing, i.e. greedy, geometrical and combinatorial.
The problem of Compressed Sensing (CS) [1] - [3] deals with designing an under-determined sensing operator ∈ ( ) and a decoder Δ which can recover any (sufficiently) sparse signal ∈ from its limited compressive samples . In this paper, we are interested in finding a sensing operator which can be utilized in all three types of CS approaches (combinatorial, convex relaxation, and greedy) [4] ; and at the same time, can provide recovery guarantees in ℓ norm in the "for any arbitrary but fixed signal" sense, used for instance in [5] . To that end, we need the following definition. 
, ‖ ‖ with a probability of at least . Proofs of the following lemmas and simulation results are provided on our website [6] . The following two lemmas state that, if a matrix has w-RIP, then that matrix is considered as a "good" sensing mechanism under any convex relaxation decoder and at least one greedy CS decoder in the "for any arbitrary but fixed signal" sense. where . If Δ , is the Cosamp algorithm, then Δ provides a ℓ ℓ guarantee of recovery for from with a probability of at least 1 . Assume that the function , , , outputs a tensor where each of its columns is non-zero in exactly uniformly random indices among ≔ 1,2, … , , and each non-zero entry is a random vector , , … , ∈ with ~ 0,1/ for ∈ . Assuming that each sample (row) of , , , is equivalent to real-valued equations, then can be viewed as a matrix for (e.g. by tensor unfolding). We call this class of matrices as Sparse Expander-Like Real-Valued Projections (SERP). With properly set parameters, class of SERP matrices would have w-RIP property and hence provide bounded error of recovery in ℓ norm under geometrical and also at least one greedy CS decoder.
Lemma 3) Let ∈ be the unfolded output instance of , , , for 1 , , Θ log and log / . Then for any ∈ with a fixed support, there exist constants and Θ such that
The following theorem proves that there exists a combinatorial algorithm, called MSSMP (available in [6]) for SERP matrices with strong guarantees of recovery.
Theorem 1: Given a SERP matrix , noisy samples and a sparsity level ‖ ‖ , MSSMP algorithm returns an estimate such that ‖ ‖ ‖ ‖ with a probability of at least 1 ‖ ‖ (where is a constant) if the w-RIP constant of , is sufficiently small for 1 .
